
CREATING A PATHWAY TO CALMER, MORE 
EMOTIONALLY RESILIENT CHILDREN

SUPERCALM
Sensory Wellbeing Solutions for Children

supercalmsensoryproducts.com Call Today 0186 23852



The SUPERCALM   program is a new, holistic wellbeing program for use in schools. 
We’ve development innovative child focused tools to support teachers and parents
in their common goal to ensure all reasonable steps are taken for a child to achieve
an optimum state of wellbeing.  This will help them reach their potential academically, 
physically, mentally, emotionally and socially in a school and home environment.

How can SUPERCALM  help promote child wellbeing ?
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KNOW ME HELP ME  program o�ers a framework to:

1 Build a greater understanding of a child’s unique body system for both parent 
and the school team.

Explore the challenges the child’s diagnosis presents in a classroom setting
as the child progresses through the school system.

Build an individual classroom calming strategy so a child can react to the sensory
environment with appropriate behaviour and emotional responses.

Support the child’s development with speci�cally tailored use of the SUPERCALM  
activities on resource breaks to meet their IEP (individual educational plan) goals.

Enable the teaching team develop a very tailored IEP (individual educational plan).
Focused on both development of emotional regulation skills along with cognitive
skills to support the child in reaching their potential.

Build greater harmony in each classroom through a combination of inclusive
learning environments and emotionally resilient, self-soothing, focused children 
ready to learn. 
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- Wellbeing, the cornerstone to happiness and mental stability. 
- Parent power: parents should expect e�ective inclusion policy’s in our
  community. Schools, social clubs, after school activities and sport clubs should
  have actionable support frameworks for supervising adults centered on
  (a) awareness of neurodiversity (b) basic training so all children can participate
  and feel understood and included.
- Life Skills, that are the basic components to build a strong foundation for 
  emotional resilience in a child to respond and self manage appropriately in 
  varying environments.

 Series       brie�y highlights:
- Neurodiversity and a child’s sensory system.
- Sensory system checklist, used as a tool to explore their child’s sensory system
  and emotional needs. 
- Calming strategies that build a deeper understanding of their child’s diagnosis
  and any wellbeing supports needed both at home and school.
- Super Power - build your supercalm toolkit.

- Child’s pathway: your journey to date & support log
- Checklist of all state agency service providers so a parent/guardian
  a) keep a visible record of appointments, referrals, professional therapy’s 
  to ensure they are availing of the services available and recording those 
  contacts for future reference.
- Directory of useful and credible support organisations and website 
  links to access accurate information on diagnosis, services, therapy’s. 
  support groups and advice.

Our KNOW ME HELP ME   program includes a school based folder and home
based folder. They are intended for use by the child’s family and the school team. 

1st Step....
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EVERY JOURNEY STARTS WITH A SINGLE STEP

Series       brie�y highlights:

PARENT PATHWAY SERIES
Our parent pathway series aims to empower families with valuable knowledge as they
process the news of a child’s neurodiverse diagnosis. O�ering a focus on a positive 
actionable plan to navigate the unfamiliar path to help their child reach their full potential.

Each folder has sections to record information on the child’s sensory system, classroom
adaptation strategies, IEP goals, therapist reports, DOE reports etc. The folder will build 

a very detailed, up to date picture of a child as they grow and develop over their school age years.
This key information is recorded and maintained in the physical folders to move with the child as they
progress through primary school. This will ensure:
- Important �les are safe and secure in a single location for reference.
- Stakeholders can access, review, update, track, and share documents more easily.
- Continuity of care: As teachers/support teams change detailed information is available for
  seamless handover.
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RANGE OF CHILD WELLBEING PRODUCTS



UNFAMILIAR
JOURNEYS
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SUPERCALM
Sensory Wellbeing Solutions for Children

Contact: 00 353 1 862 3852
Supercalmsp@gmail.com
supercalmsensoryproducts.com

FREE PARENT & TEACHER
RESOURCES AVAILABLE ON

Creative Sensory Solutions

supercalmsensoryproducts.com

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER
PARENTSPERSPECTIVE

supercalmsensoryproducts.com

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER
DIVERSEPERSPECTIVE

PARENTPERSPECTIVE DIVERSEPERSPECTIVE THERAPISTPERSPECTIVE

Creative Sensory Solutions

supercalmsensoryproducts.com

CALMERPERSPECTIVE
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THERAPISTPERSPECTIVE
KNOWLEDGE IS POWER

Share in the unique experiences of
our brave parents who volunteered 
to chat on camera about the rewards
& challenges of rearing children with 
additional needs.

Collection of blogs & videos in an 
e�ort to o�er valuable information,
explanations & de�nitions on key
topics relating to persons with
additional needs.

Collection of engaging ‘how to’ videos
from our occupational therapy partners.
Teaching teams will �nd demonstrations
of the                   program while parents
can bene�t from suggestions for home life.

Library of sensory regulating videos
for use in a sensory room setting or
use on any smart devices. Range o�ers
movement, lights, animals, nature, SFX,
visual timers & sound on/o�  

Creative Sensory Solutions
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KNOWLEDGE IS POWER
PATHWAYPERSPECTIVE

PATHWAYPERSPECTIVE

Animal walk exercise demo’s for children
by children. Also o�ers animal sounds
for multi sensory game play. Excellent
tool for school or home to build stronger,
more emotional resilient children.

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER
CALMERPERSPECTIVE

www.supercalmsensoryproducts.com

SUPERCALM 
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PROFESSIONAL PERSPECTIVE

PROFESSIONALPERSPECTIVE

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER

Area provides a platform for teachers
to share knowledge and experience
for the bene�t of colleagues and parents.
Therapists can o�er insight and advice
on the assessment process.
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